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PAULO MARIA RODRIGUES  is a composer, performer,
artistic director and educator. After completing a PhD in
genetics and biochemistry at the University of East Anglia,
he resumed earlier music studies and graduated in Opera
at the Royal Academy of Music, London, and composition
with Rolf Gehlhaar. His interest in Music Theatre led him to
collaborate with artists in different fields and start several
multidisciplinary projects, including Bach2Cage and
Companhia de Música  Teatral. With Companhia de
Música Teatral he has developed many artistic  and
educational projects, exploring the intersection of music
and other artistic languages and technology, and
addressing the idea of art has a tool for
human  development. Some of this  work has been
presented in Portugal, Spain, Belgium, Poland, Finland,
Germany, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Brazil and China
and has appeared in academic publications. Between
2006 and 2010, as Coordinator of Educational Services of
Casa da Música, he was responsible for conceiving and
implementing a vast and eclectic program of activities,
including projects for the disabled, communities, schools
and families. He was Visiting Professor at the School of
Arts of the Catholic University of Porto, Associate
Researcher at the Advanced Planetarium Collegium and is
currently an Assistant Professor in the Department of
Communication and Art at the University of Aveiro.

The pandemic brought major challenges
to CMT´s artistic and educative work,
both during confinement (March-June,
2020) and the following months (July-
October, 2020). Finding new
approaches that allowed to carry on
creating, performing, connecting to
audiences and educators was, and still
is, a challenge to creativity and
resilience. In this presentation we share
our own path to overcome the newly
arrived problems: we will explain how 

With the possibility of working in small
groups under strict health safety rules,
during the summer we created
ZygZag&Zoom,  an “immersive training”
week that combined the artistic nature
of CMT’s work with the need to explore
/ question / discover / reinvent the use
of Zoom platform, in order to allow for
collective, real-time, artistic interaction.
ZygZag&Zoom helped us expand our
creativity and led us to O Céu por Cima 
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We share reflections about difficulties and discoveries that have emerged during all these processes. We
certainly have found new ways to use our creativity. Nevertheless, maybe the most important finding is
about the nature of musicality “bringing people together”, and what that means.

Poemário (a series of audiovisual poems) brought together the work of a group of artists participating in
collaborative processes, working from their homes during the confinement. It also set up the basis for
further developments, namely Poemário Vivo (a music-theatre performance that uses the Zoom platform
to join two performers playing in two different cities).

de Cá (a performance that takes place simultaneously live and over Zoom) and to an online version of
PaPI - Opus 8 (a musical-theatre piece over Zoom addressed to kindergarten classes and to families at
home).



HELENA RODRIGUES  is an Assistant Professor at
NOVA School of Social Sciences and Humanities,
Univeridade NOVA de Lisboa, and the founder of
Laboratory for Music and Communication in Infancy
of the research unit CESEM at the same institution.
She was a Research Fellow at Royal Flemish
Academy of Belgium for Science and the Arts. 
She has been a disseminator of Edwin Gordon’s
music learn- ing theory in Portugal since 1994.
Colwyn Trevarthen has been another strong
influence on her work. More recently she
started  studying on physical theatre and somatic
education domains. Aiming to improve practices for
infancy, she has been developing an innovative
approach to training that she defines as  “opening
the gates on communicative musicality”. She is also
one of the founders of Companhia de Música
Teatral, a group that has specialized in creating
artistic and educative projects that have Music at
the root of interdisciplinary practice. She
coordinated Opus Tutti, a project that created and
implemented community artistic practices for
infancy and early childhood and GermInArte, a
project concerned with training of people working
on these areas. She has been publishing regularly
and is often invited to lecture and give workshops
over the world.

JORGE GRAÇA  is currently a Musical Sciences PhD
student at the Faculty of Human and Social
Sciences in Lisbon. His research is focused on
Community Music. He obtained his master’s degree
in Music Teaching (Saxophone) at the University of
Aveiro (2016). He taught Saxophone, Chamber Music
and Electronic Music at the David de Sousa’s Music
Conservatorium in Figueira da Foz from 2014 until
2020. In the area of Ethnomusicology, he
collaborated with the process of registering Cantar
os Reis of Ovar in the national intangible heritage
matrix, in tandem with other researchers from INET-
md (University of Aveiro). He’s a saxophonist and
composer and has toured the country with the
Noscalla Saxophone Quartet, of which he is a
founding member. 
Currently he focuses on solo electronic music
projects and technology-mediated performance.
He’s working on the first album of his project
Fauxclore. He has been an invited artist of
Companhia de Música Teatral. On 2020, during
pandemia, he has been working on the development
of new artistic tools and has already collaborated in
CMT’s productions Poemário, ZygZag&Zoom and O
Céu por Cima de Cá.
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